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AUGUST 14, 2007 | 11:20 AM -- Have you ever had to deal with an employee who tried to damage a company 
computer to prevent you from obtaining evidence of his or her alleged wrong-doing? Did that person simply 
try to erase files by deleting them or formatting the hard drive? Or did the employee actually cause physical 
damage?  

I've conducted a couple of forensic examinations where the files were deleted maliciously but only one that 
involved physical damage. In fact, the poor laptop looked like it had been thrown into a ditch from a moving 
car. Thankfully, the laptop was an aluminum 17" Apple Powerbook G4 that could handle the abuse, keeping 
the hard drive safe for future analysis in my lab.  

But even if the drive hadn't been so lucky, I might have been able to recover the data using the drive recovery 
techniques documented in Scott Moulton's DefCon presentation titled Re-Animating Drives & Advanced Data 
Recovery, which was presented at DefCon last week.  

Here's a synopsis of Moulton's presentation, condensed into a quick "triage" you can do when your 
disgruntled employee tosses that company laptop down the stairs.  

First, to recover data from a damaged drive -- most commonly diagnosed by a hideous clicking sound -- you 
have to repair the drive so it runs. Now, stop right there! I hear you saying, "Thanks, Captain Obvious!" But do 
you know why a damaged hard drive makes that clicking sound?  

Have you ever heard of the System Area of the hard drive? Neither had I, prior to Mr. Moulton's presentation, 
but apparently it is responsible for keeping track of bad sectors, the translation of logical to physical locations 
on the drive, the serial number, SMART data, and more. If a drive's System Area becomes unreadable, the 
drive will begin clicking as it tries to read it, making the rest of the data on the drive inaccessible. This is 
exactly what your secret-stealing, laptop-tossing former employee wants.  

So, now that we know what causes the clicking, how do we fix it? You could start by hiring fewer deranged 
employees, but that's a subject for another column.  

There are four recovery techniques that start off with simple software tools. The simplest method involves 
reading data off the drive backwards. According to Moulton, some read errors are caused by a hard drive's 
caching feature. When a drive is read backwards, the cache is not used to getting around those read errors. 
A free software utility called dd_rescue can do this for Linux, but Windows users must pay $400 for a tool 
called Media Tools Pro to get the same functionality. 

The next techniques require a steady hand, clean work area, the proper TORX screwdrivers, a nearly 
identical drive and, according to Moulton, some Post-It notes. The first involves swapping the PCB (circuit 
board on the drive) from a working hard drive to the bad drive -- while the good drive is powered on. The key 
is to make the operating system put the good drive to sleep before swapping the drives. Once they're 
swapped, wake up the drive and copy your data off quickly.  

If the first two methods don't work, then it's time to delve into the innards of the drives themselves, either 
replacing the actuator arm or swapping the platters from the bad drive to a working drive. Open up the drive 
using the TORX drivers and use the Post-It notes to separate the heads, preventing them from touching and 
damaging each other.  

Then, either remove the actuator arm and replace it with one from the working drive, or remove the platters 
and place them into working drive. Hard drives that have a single platter are easy. Multi-platter hard drives 
must be moved together without any rotation, or they will be misaligned and the data will be lost.  

Hard drive recovery is one of those things where practice certainly makes perfect. If you foresee yourself 
trying out these recovery techniques, practice them on some old drives. You'll be thankful you did -- when the 
time comes to do it for real.  

— John H. Sawyer is a security geek on the IT Security Team at the University of Florida. He enjoys taking 
long war walks on the beach and riding pwnies. When he's not fighting flaming, malware-infested machines or 
performing autopsies on blitzed boxes, he can usually be found hanging with his family, bouncing a baby on 
one knee and balancing a laptop on the other. Special to Dark Reading 
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'megabase' than a database, Dark Entries lets you dig for 
information, or share your expertise. The choice is yours, 
grasshopper.
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ENTERPRISE VULNERABILITIES

Vulnerability: CTW Design FindNix 
Published: 2007-08-14 
Severity: MEDIUM 
Description: php remote  
file inclusion vulnerability  
in index.php in findnix  
allows remote attackers to  
include the contents of  
arbitrary urls and conduct  
cross-site scripting (xss)  
attacks via a url in the  
page parameter. 
Vulnerability: Mapos Scripts 
Shoutbox 
Published: 2007-08-14 
Severity: MEDIUM 
Description: php remote  
file inclusion vulnerability  
in shoutbox.php in shoutbox  
1.0 allows remote attackers  
to execute arbitrary php  
code via a url in the root  
parameter. 
Vulnerability: Mapos Scripts Web 
News 
Published: 2007-08-14 
Severity: MEDIUM 
Description: multiple php  
remote file inclusion  
vulnerabilities in web news  
1.1 allow remote attackers  
to execute arbitrary php  
code via a url in the  
config[root_ordner]  
parameter to (1) index.php,  
(2) news.php, or (3)  
feed.php. 

Vulnerability: Mapos Scripts Bilder 
Galerie 
Published: 2007-08-14 
Severity: MEDIUM 
Description: multiple php  
remote file inclusion  
vulnerabilities in mapos  
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Click here to talk back...

Exploits in the Fast Lane 
AUGUST 08, 2007 
3:10 PM -- New tool from Immunity promises to cut exploit development time by half 
more>

DefCon Recap 
AUGUST 06, 2007 
4:37 PM -- A recap of the 15th anniversary of DefCon and Capture the Flag 
more>

Capture the Experience 
AUGUST 01, 2007 
3:57 PM -- Does your security team need a workout? Here's one way to get them in shape 
more>

Fighting Forensics 
JULY 30, 2007 
5:50 PM -- New research exploits vulnerabilities found in popular computer forensics tools 
more>

bilder galerie 1.0 allow  
remote attackers to execute  
arbitrary php code via a url  
in the config[root_ordner]  
parameter to (1) index.php,  
(2) galerie.php, or (3)  
anzagien.php. 
Vulnerability: Mapos Scripts File 
Uploader 
Published: 2007-08-14 
Severity: MEDIUM 
Description: multiple php  
remote file inclusion  
vulnerabilities in file  
uploader 1.1 allow remote  
attackers to execute  
arbitrary php code via a url  
in the config[root_ordner]  
parameter to (1) index.php  
or (2) datei.php. 
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Companies
3Com (13), Aventail (7), CA (12), Check Point (26), Cisco (106), Enterasys (5), F-Secure (6), F5 (3), HP (12), IBM (78), Intel (5), ISS (27), Juniper (32), Alcatel-Lucent (1), McAfee (122), Microsoft (896), NetIQ 
(2), Nokia (3), Nortel (5), Oracle (27), Qualys (2), RSA (30), Secure Computing (14), Sun (5), Symantec (198), Trend Micro (16), VeriSign (28)  
 
Application and Perimeter Security
802.11x (43), Anomaly detection (39), Anti-spam (95), Application quality assurance (17), Application scanning (59), Auditing (24), Buffer overflows (71), CERT (7), Consultants (58), Cross-site scripting (100), 
CVE (7), Database encryption (44), Digital vaults (7), DOS (105), EAP/LEAP (1), Email gateways (31), Encryption (68), Filtering (41), Firewalls (188), FIRST (1), HIPAA (56), Host-based IDS (35), Host/server 
configuration (12), Host/server encryption (5), IDS (110), IDS (8), IM (35), IPS (176), ISO 17799 (8), Key management (41), Least-privilege user (33), License management (25), Malware (715), NAC (172), 
Network IDS (24), NIST (15), OWASP (10), OWASP (5), Patch management (198), PCI (80), Penetration testing (88), Phishing (375), PKI (28), Rootkits (70), SAML (2), Software metering (3), Source-code 
auditing (42), SOX (67), SSL (132), Systems integrators (6), VPNs (198), Vulnerability assessment (295), Web App Security Consortium (6), Web App Security Consortium (11), Web application firewall (51), Web 
services security (193), WLANs (195), Worms (195), WPA (11), XML (20)  
 
Desktop Security
Anti-spam (95), Antivirus (234), Application Security (718), Attacks / Exploits / Threats (1031), Authentication (462), Browser security (424), Digital certificates (35), Digital signatures (26), Disk encryption (36), 
DRM (39), Encryption (369), File/folder encryption (26), Identity management (163), IM (35), Malware (715), Messaging Security (359), PGP (3), Phishing (375), Rootkits (70), S/MIME (1), Security 
Administration / Management (1076), Social engineering (189), Spam (344), Spyware (168), Tokens (49), Trojans (192), User privacy (740), Viruses (251), VOIP security (66), Vulnerabilities (1591), Vulnerability 
Management (311), Worms (195)  
 
Discovery and management
Anomaly detection (39), Application scanning (59), Black Hat (81), COBIT (8), Consultants (58), Content filtering (86), CVE (7), End-user monitoring (145), Filtering (41), FISMA (17), HIPAA (56), Host intrusion 
prevention (88), Host-based IDS (35), IDS (110), IDS (8), IPS (176), ISACA (1), ISO 17799 (8), Log aggregation (20), Network IDS (24), OWASP (10), OWASP (5), PCI (80), Penetration testing (87), Penetration 
testing (88), SAML (2), SIM/SEM (104), Source-code auditing (42), SOX (67), Vulnerability assessment (295), Vulnerability management (439), Web App Security Consortium (6)  
 
Host security
802.11x (43), Application quality assurance (17), Authentication (462), Backup security (46), Biometrics (109), Buffer overflows (71), Digital certificates (35), Disk encryption (36), Encryption (369), End-user 
monitoring (145), HIPAA (56), Host anti-spam (53), Host anti-spyware (73), Host antivirus (57), Host intrusion prevention (88), Host Protection (231), Host-based IDS (35), Host/server configuration (12), 
Host/server encryption (5), Host/server patching (9), IDS (8), IEEE (4), ISO 17799 (8), Least-privilege user (33), License management (25), NAC (172), P2P management (17), Patch management (198), PGP (9), 
Port control (9), Single sign-on (44), Smart cards (47), Software metering (3), SOX (67), Systems integrators (6), TCG (16), Tokens (49), User privacy (740), Vulnerability Management (311), WPA (11)  
 
Security services
Agency application (2), Application quality assurance (17), Application scanning (59), COBIT (8), Consultants (58), FISMA (17), HIPAA (56), ISO 17799 (8), Managed services (181), PCI (80), Penetration testing 
(87), PKI (28), Policy management (223), SIM/SEM (104), Source-code auditing (42), SOX (67), Systems integrators (6)  
 
Storage Security
AES (10), Backup security (46), COBIT (8), Database encryption (44), DES (3), Digital vaults (7), Disk encryption (36), Encryption (68), File/folder encryption (26), FIPS-140-2 (1), FISMA (17), Hashing algorithms 
(10), HIPAA (56), Host/server encryption (5), Identity management (59), ISO 17799 (8), Key management (41), Law enforcement (423), Legislation (144), Offsite backup (19), PCI (80), PKI (28), SOX (67), Stored 
data losses (155), Systems integrators (6), Triple DES (3), User privacy (740)  
 
Wireless Security
802.11x (43), AES (10), Auditing (24), COBIT (8), Credential service provider (6), DES (3), Digital certificates (35), Digital signatures (26), DOS (105), EAP/LEAP (1), FISMA (17), Hashing algorithms (10), HIPAA 
(56), Host/server encryption (5), IEEE (4), IETF (9), ISO 17799 (8), Key management (41), NAC (172), Network IDS (24), PCI (80), Penetration testing (87), PKI (28), Port control (9), Tokens (49), Triple DES (3), 
VPNs (198), Vulnerability assessment (295), WLANs (195), WPA (11)  
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